Continuous Bed Motion Vs. Step-and-Shoot Acquisition on Clinical Whole-Body Dynamic and Parametric PET Imaging
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Abstract – Continuous bed motion (CBM) has been recently introduced in the clinic as an alternative PET acquisition mode with respect to the traditional time-discretized step-and-shoot (SS) multi-bed acquisitions. In CBM mode, each slice can be considered as a different bed, since it is scanned over a different acquisition window. By reducing scan time discretization from a whole bed down to a single slice, the CBM acquisition offers additional degrees of freedom when designing acquisition protocols and thus larger margins for their optimization. Therefore, CBM mode could be particularly important for protocols of higher complexity, such as whole-body (WB) dynamic PET acquisitions. However, only a few studies have quantitatively validated the 2 modes on clinical data. In this work, we evaluate CBM vs. SS quantitative performance on a set of clinical data acquired over a 0-60min period using a WB dynamic PET acquisition protocol with a Biograph mCT TOF scanner. The TOF resolution (580ps) of the scanner allowed selecting faster CBM speeds (4.2mm/sec) and equivalent SS frames (30sec/bed), eventually permitting acquisition of 12 WB total passes of which half were performed in CBM mode and half in SS mode. The two modes were alternated between successive passes to allow a balanced interleaving of post-injection time between them to ensure an objective comparison. The evaluation of the 2 modes in terms of target-to-background (TBR) contrast and contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) has been conducted for various noise levels by gradually adding all respective frames from each mode as well as in the parametric images after applying post-reconstruction WB Patlak analysis. Our results indicate a bias of ~10% between the 2 modes for the low count frames, reducing to <3% as we gradually add all respective frames. In addition, a small bias of <10% was observed in Patlak images at overlapped slices between beds, which is attributed to the non-uniformity of the axial sensitivity profile of SS mode.

I. INTRODUCTION

The limited axial field-of-view (FOV) of modern clinical PET scanners, also denoted as bed position FOV, has led to multi-bed acquisitions by translating the bed table axially at multiple positions in order to allow for whole-body (WB) imaging. Currently, most PET scanners operate in step-and-shoot (SS) acquisition mode, involving sequential scans over multiple stationary bed positions, by employing a step-wise bed motion [1-4]. This mode simplifies data acquisition synchronization with time and position, as the gantry bed remains stationary at fixed bed positions during the acquisition.

However, due to the stationary axial position of the scanner FOV during 3-dimensional (3D) PET acquisition, the slices close to the two edges of the axial FOV are always intercepted by smaller number of coincidence lines of response (LORs), compared to the central slices, thus leading to a significantly lower 3D PET sensitivity at the axial edges of each bed position FOV [5-7]. In order to sufficiently compensate for the lower sensitivity at the edge relative to the central slices of each bed position, scan overlapping between subsequent bed position FOVs is currently applied in the clinic as a straightforward, yet satisfactory solution [8-11]. However, the uniformity in axial sensitivity and noise may not be always adequately restored with scan overlapping, especially when shorter scan time frames per bed position are utilized or low uptake regions are targeted. In these cases, noise levels at the edge slices of each bed position FOV may be considerably high, thus potentially leading to quantification errors in the final reconstructed PET images [12,13].

In addition, with the advent of new technologies, such as Time-of-Flight (TOF) and model-based resolution recovery reconstruction [14-16], the scan time per bed can be reduced enabling (i) faster WB PET scans for the same noise-equivalent count rate (NECR) as well as (ii) clinically feasible WB dynamic PET acquisitions for enhanced quantification [17-20]. However, SS bed motion and the associated bed inertia may become more apparent with shorter bed frames, thus causing potential patient discomfort. Moreover, in the case of WB dynamic protocols a significantly higher number of bed transitions could be required, thus further compromising patient comfort and jeopardizing clinical feasibility [12]. Furthermore, the extent of the FOV in multi-bed SS PET acquisitions is constrained to an integer number of beds, thus considerably limiting the optimization of clinical multi-bed PET scan protocols.

On the other hand, the concept of PET scanners supporting continuous bed motion (CBM) technology has also been proposed in the past and tested as a prototype on modified PET scanners [21-29]. Recently, CBM acquisition and reconstruction features have also been integrated in the clinical commercial PET/CT system of Biograph mCT by Siemens Molecular Imaging, as an alternative acquisition...
mode [30-34]. Contrary to the traditional time-discretized SS multi-bed acquisitions, the bed gantry in CBM mode moves continuously over all transaxial slices while acquiring data [34]. Effectively, each slice can be now considered as a different bed position, since it is scanned over a different time acquisition window or frame. By reducing scan time discretization from a whole bed position down to a single transaxial slice, CBM acquisitions can offer additional degrees of freedom and thus larger margins of optimization when designing acquisition protocols of extended or WB FOVs. These benefits could considerably increase for dynamic PET protocols of extended axial FOVs, as they involve multiple passes [12]. Currently, only a few studies have quantitatively validated the two modes [34-36]. They have been limited to single-pass WB clinical studies, where comparison objectiveness can be compromised as the complete dataset from each mode must be acquired separately, leading to ~15-20min time shifts of the acquisition window between SS and CBM data.

In this study, we quantitatively investigate the novel clinical application of CBM vs. SS acquisitions for our proposed WB dynamic PET scan protocol [12]. Furthermore, a WB parametric imaging framework has been developed capable of utilizing time information from the dynamic CBM WB PET data. For that purpose, a previously proposed post-reconstruction statistical regression framework has been adapted from a bed-by-bed to a more finely sampled slice-by-slice temporal data graphical analysis [13]. In addition, we exploit the convenience of multiple dynamic WB scan protocols to alternately perform short SS and CBM WB passes in order to uniquely acquire a more uniform and time-balanced dataset that would allow less time-dependent and, thus, more objective comparative clinical evaluations between the two scan modes.

II. METHODS AND MATERIALS

A. Continuous bed motion vs. step-and-shoot acquisition mode

In CBM mode, each transaxial slice, here denoted simply as a slice, of the imaging subject can be scanned at all possible axial positions of the scanner FOV as the gantry bed continuously moves across all slices and along the axial direction [34]. As a result, the scanner sensitivity profile can be uniform across any subset of axial FOV slices for which the bed speed remains constant, except from the axial slices close to the two edges of the entire WB imaging FOV (Fig. 1c). In addition, in the case of a constant bed speed, the time-sensitivity profile, i.e. the number of counts vs. scan time, for each slice is also identical. Therefore, the blue area under the curves (AUCs) in Fig. 1d, that quantify the total number of counts or sensitivity, remains the same for all slices, except those close to the 2 edges of the WB FOV (not shown here).

On the contrary, with SS mode the axial sensitivity drops at the two edges of each bed position, not just at the 2 edges of the entire WB FOV and, thus, overlapping is necessary to restore sensitivity (Fig. 1a), though noise may still remain relatively higher for the overlapped slices. As the bed remains stationary at each axial position during acquisition, the time-sensitivity profile is characterized by a rectangular shape of a constant number of counts (Fig. 1b). However, the height of the profile, i.e. the number of counts or sensitivity, may vary considerably between the central and edge slices of each bed position (not shown here).

In Fig. 1 we assumed a uniform source distribution across the axial dimension and studied the respective axial sensitivity distribution if the motion speed of the bed remains constant. However, in reality the activity source distribution in a human WB PET scan may vary considerably along the axial direction depending primarily on the tracer kinetics, the amount of administered tracer dosage and the patient body type. As a result, the relative composition of prompt counts in trues, randoms and scatter may also be affected significantly, causing significant variations, between adjacent beds or even axial slices, in the noise equivalent count rate (NECR) of the raw projection data and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the results [37,38]. If this effect is not taken into account, the WB images may suffer from significant noise fluctuation between the slices, potentially degrading lesion detectability and quantitative evaluations. Previously, various optimization strategies had been proposed to regulate both the administered amount of tracer dosage and the scan time per bed position in SS acquisition modes in an attempt to achieve a maximal and at the same time uniform average NECR performance across all beds of the WB FOV [39-44]. However, these approaches are not sufficient to compensate for any sensitivity non-uniformities between adjacent slices of the same bed, due to the inherent limitations of SS acquisition modes.

Nevertheless, CBM mode offers the unique capability to further improve axial uniformity in the sensitivity profile by adjusting the axial bed speed profile over different subset of slices. This type of acquisition protocol optimization can be driven by a noise-related quantitative criterion such that a priori noise-equivalent count rate (NECR) axial distribution or other CT-guided estimates of emission data noise. The information from the CT or MRI scan on hybrid PET/CT or PET/MR acquisition protocols could allow a rough yet sufficient approximation of the noise estimates on a slice-by-slice basis. Then, the gantry bed/table could be programmed to move faster across any particular set of slices associated with overall higher NECR scores and slower over the rest of the slices of the WB imaging FOV. Thus, with CBM technology a higher degree of noise uniformity may be achieved across the entire axial FOV of a WB PET scan.

In addition, unlike SS mode where all non-overlapped slices of every bed are simultaneously acquired at the same time window (Fig. 1b), in CBM mode any 2 successive slices are scanned in temporally shifted acquisition time windows (Fig. 1d). As a result, in CBM scans a unique time stamp should be assigned not to the data of the entire bed position, as was the case with SS mode, but to the data of each slice.

Furthermore, CBM allows for more flexible sizes of the extended axial FOV in terms of integer number of slices, as opposed to integer number of beds, thus replacing the concept of multi-bed imaging in SS acquisitions with that of “multi-slice” imaging in CBM mode. Furthermore, after completion of a CBM acquisition, any shifted limited axial FOV position
within the extended FOV can be selected to retrieve the raw data, bin the corresponding sinogram and reconstruct the images at the particular axial location. Thus, unlike SS mode where bed positions are fixed, CBM allows for customized 3D PET reconstructions directly from user-defined bed FOV positions. This CBM feature could be further exploited to synthesize a dynamic set of 3D sinograms corresponding to overlapped axial FOVs between different dynamic extended CBM acquisitions of the same patient. Thus, a direct 4D reconstruction from different dynamic CBM scans of the same subject could become possible, provided a common axial FOV overlap exists between the CBM passes. Previously proposed conventional direct 4D WB parametric reconstruction algorithms [45-49] could be accordingly modified for that purpose.

**Fig. 1 (1st column):** Illustration of the axial sensitivity profile across all slices of an extended axial FOV for (a) SS and (c) CBM modes. (2nd column): Sensitivity profile of particular axial FOV slices vs. scan time for (b) a central slice with SS mode and (d) central and the two edge slices with CBM mode of a slices set corresponding to bed position 2. The two edge slices at (d) are denoted as “first” and “last”, according to the time order with which they were scanned.

**Fig. 2 (1st row):** Simulated example of dynamic WB PET acquisition time flow chart of a hypothetical input function and region TAC extending over all dynamic WB passes. (2nd row): Detailed chart of activity vs. scan time for all 109 slices of bed 3 from WB pass 1, for CBM (left) and SS (right) mode. In CBM mode, each slice is scanned at a different time window, resulting in potentially higher number of temporal samples for the input function and regional TACs, assuming the same TAC for a set of adjacent slices. In SS mode, all bed slices are scanned simultaneously at a stationary bed position, thus only one temporal sample can be obtained.

**B. Utilization of time information of dynamic WB CBM PET data**

One of the major differences between SS and CBM mode is their different synchronization schemes between data acquisition and scan time. In SS mode, all non-overlapped bed slices are acquired at the same time window, while a weighted average time is assigned for the overlapped slices [1-4]. On the contrary, in CBM mode each slice has been scanned at a unique average time relative to injection, accurately determined by the slice axial position and the bed speed profile [34].

As a result, if we assume similar kinetics across a certain region extending over a few neighboring slices, with CBM mode we could, unlike SS case, potentially acquire multiple time samples of that region’s time activity curve (TAC) at every single frame by utilizing measurements from voxels of the same region but across a group of neighboring slices of that frame. This capability is demonstrated in Fig. 2 for bed frame 3 of an early pass (pass #1) where the activity is expected to change relatively faster and thus a higher temporal frequency could be useful. The top chart demonstrates the time flow of the dynamic WB acquisition protocol, while the two charts at the bottom present the detailed scan time flow for all 109 slices of bed 3 from pass 1 to illustrate the potential differences in temporal sampling rates between CBM (left) and SS (right) acquisition modes, assuming the same TAC for a few neighboring slices.

**C. Alternating SS and CBM dynamic WB acquisition PET protocol**

In this work, we performed a comparative evaluation of CBM vs. SS quantitative performance on a set of clinical FDG PET data using a WB dynamic protocol on a Siemens Biograph mCT Flow TOF scanner with both SS and CBM capabilities [16,34]. The higher sensitivity achieved with the mCT TOF resolution of 580ps [16] allowed for faster constant bed motion (4.2mm/sec) and count-equivalent SS frames (30sec/bed) [34], thus permitting acquisition of 12 WB (6 beds) passes (10-60min p.i.), of which half were performed in SS, including the first pass, and half in CBM mode, by alternating the two modes successively to allow a balanced interleaving of time between them (Fig. 3).

Both types of WB passes were completed at the same time and according to our previously proposed WB dynamic PET acquisition protocol adapted for the mCT TOF PET scanner. The utilization of fast (~3min each) and alternating SS and CBM WB passes is expected to minimize any major temporal effects between successive passes, due to physiological uptake variations, and enable objective comparisons between SS and CBM modes from a single clinical scan.
The comparative evaluation was performed on both static SUV PET and parametric WB images. In particular, the data from the last 3 dynamic WB passes of each scan mode, when FDG TACs are expected to be less time-variable, were added to synthesize PET images of lower noise. The specific set of frames was selected, as FDG TACs are expected to be less time-variable during that period and with higher uptake at the regions of interest. Besides, that period corresponded to post 60min time windows, thus better matching with the standard SUV acquisition window for FDG PET scans.

In addition, WB tracer uptake rate ($K_i$) images were produced by employing standard and generalized Patlak analysis (sPatlak & gPatlak) [50-53]. In order to further minimize the acquisition time window effect on WB $K_i$ images, as observed in a previous study [54], Patlak analysis was applied on 3 different sets of passes, that were selected such that they correspond to time windows of equal duration and with a minimal time shift between them: (i) the first 5 SS frames (SS passes 1-5), (ii) the first 5 CBM frames (CBM passes 1-5) and (iii) the last 5 SS frames (SS passes 2-6).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The qualitative comparison of the reconstructed clinical images in Figs. 4 and 5 suggest relatively small overall difference or bias (~10%) between SS and CBM modes for the last dynamic passes, reducing to <3% as we add the last 3 respective frames. Thus, we observe overall small differences that tend to become negligible at lower noise levels.

In addition, our quantitative results in (s/g)Patlak WB images for the 2 displayed neighboring high uptake regions located at a bed overlap (Fig. 5) indicate a difference of less than 10% in target-to-background (TBR) contrast and contrast-to-noise ratio (CNRs) scores between the 3 evaluated time windows (Fig. 6).

Moreover, $K_i$ TBR and CNR scores were systematically reduced at the latest time window (SS Frames 2-6) for both Patlak methods but with larger reduction in the case of sPatlak, suggesting that the differences can be partially attributed to the previously observed underestimation of $K_i$ TBR and CNR at later windows, especially in the case of sPatlak images due to lack of modeling of FDG uptake reversibility [52-54]. Furthermore, very small TBR and CNR differences were found between the two earliest time windows (SS frames 1-5 vs. CBM frames 1-5), compared to the respective differences between the latest 2 windows (CBM frames 1-5 vs. SS frames 2-6). By taking into account that TBR and CNR are expected to be underestimated linearly with

Fig. 3 Dynamic WB PET protocol with alternating scheme between SS (first) and CBM passes and generation of WB Patlak images from the two datasets.

Fig. 4 Qualitative evaluation of (1st row) SS vs. (2nd row) CBM WB dynamic PET and of gPatlak $K_i$ clinical images. Comparisons with CT and SUV images.

Fig. 5 Qualitative evaluation of WB (1st row) sPatlak and gPatlak (2nd row) $K_i$ images when 3 different 5-pass sets are employed.

Fig. 6 TBR and CNR quantitative analysis over the 2 neighboring high $K_i$ target regions displayed in Fig. 5.
the shift of the acquisition time windows to later periods, the previous non-linear decrease of TBR and CNR metrics could be attributed to TBR and CNR enhancements for CBM mode, compared to SS. In addition, the measured differences correspond to a high uptake region situated over a range of overlapped slices, where the differences between SS and CBM mode are expected to be particularly observed. Finally, generalized Patlak was less sensitive to both the choice of acquisition mode and time window, thus demonstrating a higher quantitative value.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE STUDIES

In this study, we successfully utilized the unique properties of a validated dynamic WB PET acquisition protocol to objectively compare the performance of SS and CBM acquisition modes on a single patient scan both on SUV and Patlak $K_i$ images. The temporal and balanced interleaving of the two scan modes between successive WB passes of the same dynamic WB scan minimized any non-negligible temporal effects that could hamper the objective evaluation of the quantitative TBR and CNR metrics. Moreover, a post-reconstruction generalized Patlak analysis framework was developed to properly handle the novel time-sensitivity profiles of CBM acquisitions.

Furthermore, the quantitative analysis on dynamic PET images for a high uptake region located at an overlapped region between two successive beds, demonstrated an enhanced TBR and CNR performance for the CBM mode but with differences becoming negligible at lower noise levels. Similar analysis on (s/g)Patlak Ki images suggested the same superiority for CBM mode, but with more apparent differences in the case of sPatlak method. Overall, our results suggest applying CBM over SS acquisitions, when possible and demonstrated the clinical feasibility and benefits of WB dynamic CBM acquisitions and parametric imaging analysis.

In the future, we plan to expand the validation methods to more patients and further investigate the effects of dynamic WB CBM acquisition in direct 4D WB parametric reconstruction algorithms and in combination with methods to synthesize SUV from 4D PET data [55] and infer early input function measurements from population-based methods [56,57].
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